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Simone Weil conceives the first creation as the irreversible“undoing” of God’s potentia absoluta. God 
must renounce unbounded power if an actual world determined by finite limits is to exist, hence God 
qua creator abdicates power, with the result that God’s freedom is limited by creation.Creation is 
God’s withdrawal and abdication for the sake of the world: it is a renunciation of divinity. God lets his 
hands be tied, so to speak, and he himself does the tying: “Everything is possible for him, but 
everything happens as if everything were not possible for him”  
 
                                                                                                     Notebooks [Routledge, 1956], 290 
 
 
 
Something is thus created that is not only notGod, but is God’s undoing; it comes to exist as contrary 
to God:necessity. Weil images the act of creation as “God chaining himself down by necessity” 
(Notebooks,191). This elective self-emptying of divine power is the crucifixion. Creation is God 
crucified in the flesh. Every finite being is “God crucified” (Notebooks,213). In our very existence, 
qua creatures, God is torn asunder. 
  
                                                       Decreation in Agamben and Simone Weil,  Lissa McCullough1 
 
 

                                                
1 https://www.academia.edu/3684548 “Decreation in_Giorgio_Agamben_and_Simone_Weil” AAR 2007 Paper 
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The king and Haman went in to feast with Queen Esther. On the second day, as they were 
drinking wine, the king again said to Esther, “What is your petition, Queen Esther? 
 
           Esther 7:1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I read annually the Zohar to Parshat Tezaveh and constantly bewildered by the reference to Queen 
Esther in the middle of the pericope regarding the sacrificial cult on Yom Kippur, specifically the two 
goats, one for the High Priest and one for Azazel. 
 
 
Aaron shall offer the bull as a sin offering for himself and shall make atonement for himself and for 
his house.  Then he shall take the two goats and set them before the Lord at the entrance of the tent 
of meeting. And Aaron shall cast lots over the two goats, one lot for the Lord and the other lot for 
Azazel.  And Aaron shall present the goat on which the lot fell for the Lord and use it as a sin offering,  
but the goat on which the lot fell for Azazel shall be presented alive before the Lord to make 
atonement over it, that it may be sent away into the wilderness to Azazel.  
 
           Lev.16: 6-10 
 
 
 
The Septuagint translated Azazel as scapegoat as follows: 
 

v.8    “and Aaron shall cast lots upon the two goats, one lot for the Lord and the other lot for the 
scapegoat” (Greek apompaios dat.). 

 
In his commentary to verse 8, Nachmanides,(1194-1270) states that God told the Israelites to bribe 
Satan (Sammael) by sending him a goat that resembles him every year on the holiday of Yom Kippur. 
This was the Azazel goat. The purpose of the bribe, as stated earlier, was to stop the demon from 
traveling to heaven on this day, when decisions were being made concerning the future life and 
death of Jews, and persuading God to punish the Jews for their sins during the past year. 
 
The purpose of kapparot ceremony according to Nachmanides and many others was identical. 
Although the destruction of the Temple in 70 C.E. stopped the public ceremony of Azazel, the bribery 
continued by individual Jews performing the kapparot rite. 
 
On the other end of the mythical/magical spectrum, Maimonides (1134–1204) says that as sins 
cannot be taken off one’s head and transferred elsewhere, the ritual is merely symbolic, enabling 
the penitent to discard his sins:  
 
“These ceremonies are of a symbolic character and serve to impress man with a certain idea and to 
lead him to repent, as if to say, ‘We have freed ourselves of our previous deeds, cast them behind 
our backs and removed them from us as far as possible’.” (Guide III:46). 
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"In the first month, which is the month of Nissan, in the twelfth month of the reign of Achashverosh, 
a pur – that is, a lot – was cast before Haman, from day to day and from month to month, to the 
twelfth month – the month of Adar." (3:7) 
  
  
Jonathan (Yonatan) Grossman well describes the connection of the Yom Kippur ritual, especially the 
casting of lots with the story of Esther and Haman’s lot casting to determine the time for extermination 
of the Jews.2 
 
The date of Haman's casting of the lot ("In the first month – the month of Nissan") apparently holds 
some literary significance: it links Esther with the Exodus from Egypt.3 But the date also appears to 
be connected to the historical, real perspective of the story: in Babylon and in the Sumerian 
environment in general, it was customary to celebrate the first ten days of the year – starting in the 
month of Nissan – with feasts marking the new year. This was the most important festival, with huge 
parties and gatherings taking place, not only in the temples for elitist religious priests. An account 
detailing the celebrations worshipping the god Mardukh (whose name is connected to the name 
Mordekhai,) has been preserved. For our purposes we shall emphasise two motifs found in these 
texts: 
 
1.The king himself played a central and active role in the new year celebrations, with the climax of 
the festival being the king's entry into the temple of the god Mardukh (on the 6th of Nissan). There, 
the priest would remove the king's royal regalia (sceptre, ring, crown), and the king – bowing to the 
ground – would have to declare that he had not sinned nor been negligent in fulfilling his obligations 
towards "your great godliness." On the 9th of Nissan the idol of Mardukh was brought out of the 
temple in an impressive public ceremony, and the people would drink and dance. On the next day, 
the 10th of Nissan, the idol would return to its place. 
 
2. The New Year was perceived by the ancient Babylonian as the time when fates were determined 
for the entire year. Once the idol Mardukh was returned to its place, the priests would cast various 
lots in order to ascertain what was expected to happen during the course of the year.4 
  
It is reasonable to assume that the lot cast by Haman, in the first month, is directly related to this 
ritual. Careful attention should be paid to the wording: "… which is the lot – before Haman"; 
apparently a priest cast the lot on his behalf, before him, by his invitation. 
  
It should be emphasised that the fundamental assumption underlying the pagan casting of lots is 
that there are days that are determined (or chosen by the gods) from the beginning of the year for 
success or for punishment. When Haman's lot turned up the 13th of Adar, he believed that this day 
was one that was marked for punishment (as indeed it was – but "it was reversed," and the 
punishment was inflicted upon the enemies of Israel). 
 
Haman's lot is cast as part of the new year celebrations, apparently on the 10th (or perhaps the 11th) 
of Nissan. "A hundred and eighty days" (six months) prior to that would have been the 10th of Tishrei 
– Yom Kippur, an important part of the Israelite new year commemoration, the nation of Israel 
likewise casts "lots". The narrator may be underlining this connotation and encouraging a 
comparison between the two lots. On the same day when the High Priest enters the Holy of 
Holies, dressed in his special white clothing, with his declaration "I have sinned", he also 

                                                
2 http://etzion.org.il/en/shiur-09-casting-lot 
3 T.K.Beal, Esther, Brit Olam, Minnesota, 1999 p48 
4 H. Tadmor, "Rosh Ha-shana," Biblical Encyclopaedia, vol. VII, Jerusalem 5750 (3), pp. 306-311. Concerning the lot in 
this environment, see: W. W. Hallo, "The First Purim," BA 46 (1983) 19–26. 
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casts lots in the Temple: "Aharon shall place lots upon the two goats – one is destined for 
God, and the other is destined for Azazel" (Vayikra 16:8).  
 
As we have already noted, some regard the story of Esther as a mirror-image of Yom Kippur.5 
The king's palace, with its outer court and inner court, is reminiscent of the structure of the Temple; 
these two areas cannot be approached unless one is called upon by the king – and then one must 
wear "royal garments" and wait for the king to extend his sceptre, for otherwise one's life is in danger.6 
To all of the above we may add a most important similarity – the casting of lots. Before examining 
the different manner in which the lots are cast, it is interesting to compare the two new years 
(Babylonian vs. Israelite): 
[S. Shuv maintains that the entire plot of Esther is built around the Persian new year customs.7 She 
focuses on the way in which the story and the Purim celebrations are molded, while ignoring the 
substantial and significant comparison between the two "new years". Purim is not an attempt to adopt 
the Persian celebration; on the contrary, it seeks to emphasise the contrast between this Persian 
festival – whose results we encounter in the form of Haman's decree – and the Israelite New Year 
celebration.] 
 
 

Israelite New Year: Babylonian New Year 

a.         In Tishrei a.       In Nissan 

b.        The kohen enters the Holy of Holies b.      The king enters the Holy of Holies 

c.      The kohen removes his priestly garments 
(which are "royal garments" for him), and enters 
in white garments 

c.       The kohen removes his priestly garments 
(which are "royal garments" for him), and enters in 
white garments 

d.    The kohen declares: "I pray You, Lord! I 
have transgressed, I have performed iniquity, I 
have sinned before You – both I and my 
household. I pray You, Lord – please grant 
atonement for the transgressions, iniquities and 
sins that I have transgressed, performed and 
sinned before You, I and my household…." 
Afterwards he would say: "I pray You, Lord – 
Your people, the house of Israel, have 
transgressed, performed iniquity and sinned 
before You.”  Mishna Yoma 3:8, T.B. Yoma 36b 

d.    The king's declaration: "I have not sinned, O 
master of the lands; I have not been negligent in 
fulfilling obligations towards your godliness. I 
have not destroyed Babylon, nor have I 
commanded over its ruin; I have not harmed 
Esagila, I have not forgotten its worship, I have 
not struck the cheek of any one of her sons, with 
their sanctified rights; nor have I humiliated 
them." 

e.         Casting of lots for the goats e.      Casting of lots to determine what the new 
year holds. 

    
 
 
 With Grossman’s help we have established the connection between the lots cast by Haman and the 
High Priest sending the goat to azazel. Unlike Grossman the two tales reflecting two world  
 
 
 

                                                
5 Rabbi Y. Bin-Nun expands on this in "The Scroll of Reversal," Hadassa Hi Esther, Alon Shvut, 1997, 47-54. 
6 see below Tikkunei Zohar:  Tikkun 21, 57b 
7 Megillat Esther – Megilla Shel Karnaval," Mehkarei Hag 2 (5750), pp. 31-43 
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views about the divine and destiny8 do insufficient justice to the place of the dark forces and the 
demonic which I will address now. 
 
There are differing interpretations of the biblical word Azazel. Many state that Azazel is another name 
for the fallen angel Satan who refused to repent and persists in doing evil, leading people to sin and 
finding various devious means of harming them, especially during the decision-making period of 
Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur. These sources9, claim that the goat was sent to the demon on 
Yom Kippur to stop him from interfering in the attempt of the Israelites to secure divine forgiveness 
for their past sins on the holiday.10 
 
The practice of leaving food for Satan as a bribe was altered in ancient times to disguise its original 
superstitious intention. Natronai Gaon, the ninth-century head of the academy in Sura, Babylonia, 
reports that in his time food was no longer thrown into water or placed on roofs but was given instead 
to the poor. This was a somewhat subtle subterfuge since the masses were convinced that Satan 
frequently disguised himself as a poor man in order to test people. Thus the food was expected to 
end up in Satan’s hands. 
 
Azazel has had a colourful history even within Jewish texts let alone in satanic myth.11 
 
This is confirmed by the Book of Enoch, which brings Azazel into connection with the Biblical story 
of the fall of the angels, located, obviously in accordance with ancient folk-lore, on Mount Hermon, 
a gathering-place of demons from of old (Enoch xiii.) 
 
Azazel is represented in the Book of Enoch as the leader of the rebellious giants in the time preceding 
the flood; he taught men the art of warfare, of making swords, knives, shields, and coats of mail, and 
women the art of deception by ornamenting the body, dyeing the hair, and painting the  
face and the eyebrows, and also revealed to the people the secrets of witchcraft and corrupted their 
manners, leading them into wickedness and impurity; until at last he was, at the Lord's command, 
bound hand and foot by the archangel Raphael and chained to the rough and jagged rocks of [Ha] 
Duduael (= Beth Ḥadudo), where he is to abide in utter darkness until the great Day of Judgment, 
when he will be cast into the fire to be consumed forever 12 
 
The story of Azazel as the seducer of men and women was familiar also to the rabbis, as may be 
learned from Tanna d. b. R. Yishma'el:  
 
"The Azazel goat was to atone for the wicked deeds of 'Uzza and 'Azazel, the leaders of the 
rebellious hosts in the time of Enoch"  
          Yoma 67b 
 
 
 

                                                
8 “Two absolute worlds that confront man with an absolute truth that imposes itself upon him. But one is imposed through 
earthly (or pagan divine) laws that have no interest in who stands before them; the other is imposed by the Supreme 
King of kings, who determined the results of the lot in accordance with moral considerations; adapted to the person who 
stands before Him.” 
9 Midrash Abkir,Talmud,Yoma 47b, Pirke de R. Eliezer 46, Yalkut Shimoni to Genesis 44, Nachmanides and Bachya b. 
Asher and possibly Abraham ibn Ezra to Leviticus 16:8, Recanati in Taamei hamitzvot et al..   
10 Commenting upon the Babylonian Talmud, Hullin 95b, Asher ben Jehiel “ROSH” (1259–1328) states that the ancient 
custom of kapparot was to toss the entrails of the sacrificed rooster on the roof of one’s house. Like the water, the 
masses were convinced that the roof was a dwelling place of demons. 
11 http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/articles/2203-azazel 
12 Enoch viii. 1, ix. 6, x. 4-6, liv. 5, lxxxviii. 1; see also Geiger, "Jüd. Zeit." 1864, pp. 196-204 
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Azazel is also represented as the seducer of women, teaching them the art of beautifying the body 
by dye and paint.13 
 
According to a seventh century midrash14, the goat is offered to Azazel as a bribe that he who is 
identical with Samael or Satan should not by his accusations prevent the atonement of the sins on 
that day.  
 
The Tikkunei Zohar, explaining that Yom Kipurim, the Day of Atonement, literally means "a day like 
Purim", and point out striking parallels between Esther's approach to Achashverus and the High 
Priest's service in the Temple on Yom Kippur: the fasting Queen Esther, dressed in special garments, 
entered the King's inner chamber at the risk of her life in order to bring salvation to the Jewish people 
and the fasting High Priest, dressed in special white vestments, entered the normally off-limits inner 
sanctum of the Temple also at the risk of his life to pray for the people's forgiveness” (Tikkun 21). 
Rabbi Moshe Miller comments as follows: 
 
Just as on Yom Kippur, the High Priest adorns himself with four white garments, Esther too       
 "donned her royal garb…and stood in the inner courtyard of the king." 
Purim is so-called because of Yom HaKipurim [the Day of Atonement.  
 
But literally, "the day like ( =k’) Purim"] because in the future we will delight in that day [the Day of 
Atonement] and transform it from [a day of] affliction to [a day of] delight [just like Purim]… And just 
as on that day he [the High Priest] adorns himself with the garments of atonement [the four white 
garments signifying the aspect of chesed] so too, regarding Esther it is written,  
                              "and she donned her royal garb" (Esther 5:1).  
 
Just as with these [white garments, the High Priest] enters the innermost sanctuary [where he attains 
atonement for the Jewish People], so too,  
 
"[Esther] stood in the inner courtyard of the king" (ibid.) [dressed in her royal garb] and "she found 
favor in his eyes." 
 
 
Now, what caused the Shechinah [the Divine Presence] to become afflicted with exile? 
 
[Just as the Jewish People were exiled from the Holy Land after the Temple was destroyed, so too, 
the Shechinah was exiled from its place in the Temple, as the verse states, "They shall make for Me 
a Temple, and I will dwell among them"? (Ex. 25:8)] 
 
The secret of the matter is [alluded to in the following, a verse in the Megillah]:  
 
"So I shall come before the king though it is against the law" (Esther 4:16)  
 
because she came without her husband [The intention here is that the Shechinah, regarded as a 
"female" and gevurah element since it is associated with the sefira of malchut, appears without the 
"male" counterpart – Zeir Anpin.] 
 
regarding whom it states, "from His right hand [signifying chesed] comes a fiery law" [i.e. Torah] 
(Deut. 33:2) for they abandoned the Torah and this caused the destruction of the First and Second 
Temples, as the verse states, "And if I perish, I perish!" (Esther 4:16). [Since the verse states "perish" 
twice, this is understood to allude to two destructions – hence the destruction of both Temples]. 

                                                
13 Midrash Abkir, end, Yalḳ., to Gen. 44 
14 Pirḳe R. El. xlvi. see also Tos. Meg. 31a 
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Nevertheless, even though she entered without her husband, i.e. the words of Torah, she still entered 
with [the merit of the three] Patriarchs [alluded to in the words, "Do not eat or drink]for three days, 
night or day" (ibid.) during which she [also] fasted. They were witnesses that the maiden went into 
the king, as the verse states,  
 
"And with this the maiden went in to the king" (ibid. 2:13).  
 
She who went in to the king indeed remained a maiden, for no man knew her15 other than her 
husband.16 
 
The Tikkunim is attempting to connect the royal garments of Esther with the priestly garments worn 
by the High Priest, but to understand human and his role we must read the Zohar itself: 
  
In the Zohar I will cite below the (zakein) old sage wonders why two goats were sent for sacrifice: 
one for Azazel in the wilderness, and one to God. Rabbi Shimon explains that the Slanderer will think 
he ate from His meal and will not know of the other joyous meal prepared for God and those He 
loved. Even when Yisrael are in exile, when they pray Malchut ascends before God on Yom Kippur 
and asks mercy for her children; then God declares all His vengeance against Edom, and the 
Slanderer is removed from the world. Because of this, the children of Yisrael are free and joyful. 
Rabbi Shimon tells why a young goat is sacrificed rather than a grown one. He speaks about 
'atonement' (Kippur) and says that it is so called because it cleanses all impurity from a person so 
that God forgives him. We read that there are five deprivations on Yom Kippur eating and drinking, 
washing, anointing, wearing shoes, and having marital relations. These deprivations are so that the 
person may be helped by the five supernal aspects Chesed, Gvurah, Tiferet, Netzach and Hod.   
 
 
Zohar Tetzaveh: 
 
 
Come and behold: Yisrael sent the goat to Azazel, to the wilderness, so as to give a portion to the 
Other Side with which to be occupied. You may ask why there are two goats here, one for Hashem 
and one for the Other Side. It is understandable To send the goat of the Other Side to Azazel, but 
why the goat to Hashem? 
 
 
He answered it is like a parable of a king who was angry with his son. He summoned a bailiff, who 
regularly meted out justice to people, in order to come and punish his son. The bailiff rejoiced and 
entered the king's palace to eat there. As soon as the son saw him, he thought: Certainly, the only 
reason this bailiff has come to my father's palace is because the king is angry with me. What did he 
do? He tried to please him. Once he pleased him, the king ordered a magnificent feast for himself 
and his son, and commanded that the bailiff would not know of it. Afterward, the bailiff came. The 
king thought: Now if he knows of the grand feast that I prepared for my son and myself, there will be 
confusion at the table. What did he do? He called the butler in charge over the feast and told him, 
'prepare something to put before me and the bailiff, so that the bailiff would think that he dined with 
me, and would not know about that other precious feast for me and my son. He would then take that 

                                                
15 The implication here is two-fold: a) Esther was a virgin when she went in to king Achashverosh and remained so (as 
we will explain in footnote 3), for no other man touched her than Mordechai. b) The Jewish People also remained 
untouched by any other faith. 
…Regarding this it is written, "He reared Hadassah (Esther’s other name)faithfully…" (Esther 2:7) and he [Mordechai] was 
faithful to her, and she was faithful to him, and this is what the verse states, "For Esther was faithful to Mordechai, just as 
he had faithfully reared her" (ibid. 2:20)…see Moshe Miller for this discussion below 
16 from Moshe Miller’s commentary to Zohar, see also 
http://www.chabad.org/kabbalah/article_cdo/aid/2862334/jewish/Like-Purim.htm 
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portion and leave, and disengage from our joyous feast.' If the king had not done this, that bailiff 
would not have left the king's palace. 
 
 
So did the Holy One, blessed be He, say to Yisrael: 'Prepare two goats, one for Me and one for that 
Slanderer', NAMELY THE OTHER SIDE, 'so that he will think that he ate from My meal and will not 
know of the other, our own joyous meal. Let him take that portion and go his way and depart from 
My house.' Since supernal Ima, which is the World to Come, namely Binah, came to dwell in the 
sanctuary of the Lower World, to observe it with a radiant face, it is only right that the slanderer would 
not be present, nor the plaintiffs, when He takes out all the blessings and illuminates everything. And 
all manner of freedom is available IN Malchut, and Yisrael receive those blessings. 
 
 
When the world to come, which is Binah, enters the sanctuary of the Lower World, which is Malchut, 
and the Lower World rejoices in its children in that magnificent feast that is drawn down from Binah, 
then Binah blesses the table. All the worlds are blessed and every kind of joy and shining face are 
present there. This is what is written: "that you may be clean before Hashem" (Vayikra 16:30). 
 
 
It is written: "And Aaron shall cast lots on the two goats; one lot for Hashem and the other lot for 
Azazel" (Ibid. 8). This is the joy of the Slanderer, that the Holy One, blessed be He, casts lots with 
him and invites him to take the scapegoat. But he does not realise that He pours a flaming fire on 
his head and on his people, as is written: "For You will heap coals of fire upon his head" (Prov. 
25:22). 
 
 
The Zohar finally includes a prooftext from Esther 5:12, 
 
 
You may derive this from the scriptural passage:  
 
"Even Esther the queen let no one come in with the king to the banquet that she prepared but myself" 
(Esther 5:12), and: "Then Haman went out that day joyful and with a glad heart" (Ibid. 9)  
 
with that portion that he received, and went his way. Afterward, when the Supernal King came to the 
Queen's palace, the Queen asked for Herself, for Her children and for the people of the King. 
 
Even when the children of Yisrael are in exile and pray daily, Malchut ascends on this day, Yom 
Kippur, before the King and asks for Her children. Then all vengeance that the Holy One, blessed 
be He, is going to bring against Edom are decreed, and it is decreed how this Slanderer will be 
removed from this world, as is written: "He will destroy death forever" (Isa. 25:8). 
 
Bear in mind that it is written about the time of exile: "For we are sold, I and my people...since the 
affliction would not have equaled the king's damage" (Esther 7:4).  
 
What is "the king's damage?" It is as you say, "And cut off our name from the earth, and what will 
You do for Your Great Name?" (Josh 7:9) because the Great Name will no longer be maintained, 
and this is the king's damage! 
 
"Then Haman “who is the other side” was struck with terror before the king and the queen" (Esther 
7:6). Then every shining face and every joy is present, and the children of Yisrael go out free on that 
day  Yom Kippur. From that day and onward, freedom and joy openly rule over them and He wishes 
to rejoice with them. From here on, just as a portion is given who is the other side, so that he shall 
depart from Israel, a portion is also given to the other nations, so that they depart from Israel below. 
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Clearly the Zohar is troping on the Esther pericope, the climax of the whole book where she presents 
herself to Haman but tricks him in a dramatic shift of the whole plot. 
Finally we are introduced to human as the “other side” the demonic forces that wish to destroy Israel 
and by the brilliant strategy of Esther using her sexuality and her power, the forces of the other side 
are seduced and bribed like the parable suggests. 
Esther represents the sefira of Malchut the archetypal feminine aspect of the divine that is incarnate 
in the people Israel, and the Shechinah. In order to pray on behalf of her people to the Almighty she 
must employ subterfuge with Haman/ Azazel, to distract and trick him, like Haman. The king too 
represents the dark side of the kelipot and Haman represents Samael or Azazel the fallen angel. 
 
The plot quoted fragmentally from the scriptural canonical book of Esther is meant to elucidate and 
illuminate the Zohar’s contention that the priestly cult on the holiest day of the year upon which the 
successful outcome means the nation is forgiven depends in large part upon dealing with the dark 
side, the “other goat” the scapegoat or the demonic. However the rabbis felt about the mythological  
and the magical power to control it on the spectrum of lesser to greater tolerance for this notion, the 
Zohar is unabashed in its parable as well as its elucidation. The book of Esther is employed precisely 
to illustrate the need for subterfuge, bribery and trickery to entice and then dispose of the demonic 
forces that wish to destroy Israel. Esther must take great risk, allow her reputation to be sullied in 
seducing the king, and basically sacrifice herself for her people. Likewise Malchut or Shechinah must 
deal with the demonic forces of Samuel before entering the king’s chamber and pleading. 
 
 
I wanted to suggest that the very chiastic structure of the book lends itself to a deep reading that is 
mirrored in the Zohar. Grossman outlines it as follows:17 
 
From the chiastic structure below the central axis of the king’s sleepless night is framed by 
alternatively Esther and Haman, immediately Haman’s consultations with his associates then framed 
by Esther’s first and second feasts then again by Haman’s lot and war plans. Each successive literary 
component forms a sandwich in which the dark king of evil is alternatively being “seduced” by Esther 
and Haman. 
 
I am looking at the literary chiastic structure to elucidate a deeper “mythical” pattern that reveals 
“deep” pshat. the very orthography and structure of the pericope has much to say as to its own 
(unconscious) priorities that need unpacking. 
 
Her for example it is no accident the way Haman and Esther are so exquisitely balanced around the 
axis of the king/King in the centre of the chiasm. The thrust of power is centrifugal and dances 
between the forces of good and evil. the power in the central axis might go either way depending 
upon the outcome. The pure symmetry of the literary structure points me to see the equality of 
balance in the moral realm as well and ultimately internalising this, in the psychological drama each 
of us must play out as we too struggle like Esther to get one up on the demonic forces impacting our 
lives.  
 
I was surprised to see that both the talmudic description of the evil king as the divine king and the 
absence of the name of God in the whole scroll of Esther (unique to the Hebrew bible!) pointed to a 
deep concept, hidden because it could be so misinterpreted: that both the evil king and the midrashic 
divine King working through him behind the scenes, would ultimately be “played” by the skill of Esther 
vs. Haman. That the fate of the King of Kings (albeit hidden in this scroll) no less was in the hands 
of mortals! 
 
 
 
                                                
17 http://etzion.org.il/en/structure-book-esther 
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A. Introduction – Achashverosh's kingdom 
 
B. Two private feasts – one for the princes of the provinces (180 days), and the other, a special feast 
for the inhabitants of Shushan (seven days) 
 
C. Esther appears before the king and is chosen as queen 
 
D. Description of Haman's stature: "…King Achashverosh promoted (gidal) Haman, son of 
Hamedata, the Agagite, and advanced him (va-yenaseihu)" 
 
E. Casting of the lot: War on the 13th of Adar 
 
F. Giving the ring to Haman; Haman's letters; Mordekhai rending his clothes; fasting of the Jews 
 
G. Esther's first feast 
 
H. Haman's consultation with his associates 
 
I……….. THE KING CANNOT SLEEP; EPISODE OF THE HORSE……………central axis 
 
h. Haman's consultation with his associates 
 
g. Esther's second feast 
 
f. Giving the ring to Mordekhai; Mordekhai's letters; dressing of Mordekhai in royal garments; feast 
for the Jews 
 
e. War on the 13th of Adar 
 
d. Description of the stature of the Jews and of Mordekhai: "All the princes of the provinces… were 
favouring (menase'im) the Jews… for the man Mordekhai was becoming increasingly powerful 
(gadol)" 
 
c. Esther comes before the king to request an additional day of battle in Shushan 
 
b. Two feasts for the Jews: one for the Jews of all the provinces (14th of Adar), and the other, a 
special feast for the Jews of Shushan (15th of Adar) 
 
a. Conclusion – Achashverosh's kingdom 
 
 
 
 
We can then apply this central structure to the archetypal forces in history of exile/galut and salvation, 
by which the Zohar is explaining the road map to a successful outcome. The forces of malchut/Esther 
must contend with the demonic forces surrounding the king/power to destroy israel, using all means 
available to her. 
 
On a deeper level the very connection between Purim and Yom Kippur is refocused by way of the 
encounter and subterfuge with the demonic, one the one hand (Yom Kippur) to gain divine favour 
and on the other (Purim) to avert earthly kingly extermination. 
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The holy Ari (R. Yitzchak Luria), the great 16th century Kabbalist, pointed out the similarity between 
Purim and Yom Kippur. Yom Kipurim is yom ki-purim (a day like Purim). On the surface, there can 
be nothing more dissimilar. The soberest, holiest of days, on the one hand; on the other, a day of 
levity. But underneath the difference, there is a great deal in common, although from opposite angles. 
Both are days of truth, unembellished truth. Both are days when man will stand alone, unadorned, 
before God. They start from opposite ends of the spectrum, but hopefully meet at the point where 
both represent acceptance of the Torah by the individual who has climbed to a point where he can 
find God. Honest, simple joy, without dissembling, is man at his purest. Neither day is meant to be 
every day - life consists of changing, of forcing oneself to climb above oneself. But once - or twice - 
a year, we have to stop and just be ourselves, and nonetheless place ourselves  
under God, thank Him for His salvation, and re-accept that which we have already begun to keep, 
not because He is insisting, but because we see, simply see, the truth, the light under the dark. 
 
The Lubavitcher Rebbe saw the similarities between the two festivals but moved away from the focus 
on the demonic and insisted on the metaphor of the lots in the two worldviews…that of chance and 
that of transcendent destiny.  
 
The casting of lots expresses the idea that one has passed beyond the realm of motive and reason. 
A lottery is resorted to when there is no reason or impetus to choose one option over the other, so 
that the matter must be surrendered to forces that are beyond one’s control and comprehension. 
Therein lies the significance of the lots cast by the Kohen Gadol on Yom Kippur. After all is said and 
done, implied the lots, no man is worthy in the eyes of G‑d. We all stand before Him with our faults 
and iniquities, and by all rational criteria, should be found lacking in His judgment. So we impel 
ourselves beyond the realm of nature and reason, beyond the pale of merit and fault. 
 
Haman’s lot-casting was his attempt to exploit the supra-reality of the divine to an opposite end. The 
Jewish people, said Haman, might be the pursuers of G‑d’s wisdom on earth and the implementors 
of His will, thus meriting His favour and protection. But surely G‑d, in essence, is above it all--above 
our earthly reason and its notions of "virtue" and "deservedness," beyond such concepts as "good" 
or "evil." Ultimately, the divine will is as arbitrary as a roll of dice. Why not give it a shot? I might just 
catch a supernal caprice running in my direction. 
 
Yom Kippur is indeed "a day like Purim": both are points in physical time that transcend the very 
laws of physical existence. Points at which we rise above the rational structure of reality and affirm 
our supra-rational bond with G‑d--a bond not touched by the limitations of mortal life. A bond as free 
of cause and motive as the free-falling lot. 
 
But there is also a significant difference between these two days. On Yom Kippur, our transcendence 
is expressed by our disavowal of all trappings of physical life. But the very fact that these would 
"interfere" with the supra-existential nature of the day indicates that we are not utterly free of them. 
Thus Yom Kippur is only "a day like Purim" (k’purim), for it achieves only a semblance of the essence 
of Purim.18 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Carl Jung describes a series archetypical images which pervade the human consciousness, 
manifesting themselves in art, religion, and myth. Jung viewed the source of the archetype as 
instinctual. We are born with an innate knowledge of various archetypes. These archetypes exist 

                                                
18 Based on the Lubavitcher Rebbe's talks on Purim 1958 and on other occasions. (Likkutei Sichot, vol. IV, pp. 1278-
1279), http://www.chabad.org/holidays/purim/article_cdo/aid/2817/jewish/The-Pur-of-Purim.htm 
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throughout humanity and throughout all times. A specific archetype may manifest itself in various 
forms, but with obvious similarities. 
 
If Satan is only an archetype and not a physical being, then it might certainly be the case for that 
God -image too. Our descriptions of the God-image and Satan are the stuff of archetype and myth, 
and these concepts reflect ourselves more than anything.   
 
Revisiting the myths of Yom Kippur ritual and Esther allow me to appropriate the themes of satan 
and the demonic and what Jung would call the “shadow” and re-integrate them into the ego though 
the ritual of casting lots, (a realisation that destiny is really hidden from me), as well as using 
subterfuge and deceit in dealing with the devil/satan/azazel/Samael/shadow. The archetype of the 
trickster or Hermes used to perform such tricks for the sake of dealing with the shadow and its 
integration into the Self (the higher King). 
 
It is a very difficult and important question, what you call the technique of dealing with the shadow. 
There is, as a matter of fact, no technique at all, inasmuch as technique means that there is a known 
and perhaps even prescribable way to deal with a certain difficulty, or task. It is rather a dealing 
comparable to diplomacy or statesmanship. There is, for instance, no particular technique that would 
help us to reconcile two political parties opposing each other…. If one can speak of a technique at 
all, it consists solely in an attitude. First of all, one has to accept and to take seriously into account 
the existence of the shadow. Secondly, it is necessary to be informed about its qualities and 
intentions. Thirdly, long and difficult negotiations will be unavoidable…. 
 
Nobody can know what the final outcome of such negotiations will be. One only knows that through 
careful collaboration the problem itself becomes changed. Very often certain apparently impossible 
intentions of the shadow are mere threats due to unwillingness on the part of the ego to enter upon 
a serious consideration of the shadow. Such threats diminish usually when one meets them 
seriously.19 
 
My best argument lies in the double entendre when it comes to the mention of the king. 
 
A Gemara posits that “the king” mentioned to in Esther 6:1 actually refers to the King of Kings (Megilla 
15b).  Chazal are not simply trying to artificially insert Hashem into a story where He never explicitly 
appears. Rava says that Achashverosh could not sleep because he was concerned with Esther‘s 
sudden interest in having Haman over to the palace on a regular basis – a concern echoed in the 
king’s angry response to seeing Haman on the couch with Esther in 7:8. 
Rabbi Tanchum teaches that the “king” who could not sleep was the Almighty, King of the world. In 
fact, many commentaries argue that references to ha-Melekh throughout the Megillah, are, in fact, 
hidden references to God, who is controlling events the entire time, albeit through a veil of secrecy. 
 
   That night, the king's sleep was disturbed (6:1) 
 
The sleep of the King of the universe was disturbed.20 
           (Midrash) 
 
 
 
Galut (the state of exile and spiritual displacement in which we find ourselves following the 
destruction of the Holy Temple) is referred to as "night", a time of spiritual darkness. It is also a time 
when the world is in a state of "asleep". 

                                                
19 Collected works, C G Jung, 1973, p.234 
20 R’ Rephael Shapiro of Volozhin wonders why the crux of the Purim miracle hangs on this seeming lie; after all, Haman 
was not planning on killing the king at this point. He answers that Achashverosh saw in his dream that Haman wanted to 
kill Esther’s husband. What he did not know was that Esther’s actual husband was not Achashverosh, but Mordechai. 
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In sleep, there is a diminution and distortion of the bond between body and soul. The sleepers higher 
faculties (such as his reason, sight, hearing and speech) are muted and garbled, while his lower 
faculties (e.g. the digestive system) are unaffected, and even function better during sleep. This, of 
course, is but a superficial description of the state of sleep: in truth, sleep actually rejuvenates and 
enhances the fusion of body and soul. But such is the direct experience of the sleeper and those in 
contact with him. 
 
Since every reference to the “king” is really a reference to the King of Kings –the Midrash (Esther 
Rabbah 10:1) continues that Hashem was “awakened” from His throne of Glory. How could Hashem, 
who neither sleeps nor slumbers (Psalm121:4) have been sleeping? The Midrash explains that 
Hashem can be said to be “sleeping” when the people are not living up to the standard set for them. 
(Torah Temimah explains more rationally that Hashem ignores our needs sometimes, and only 
prayer and repentance can “awaken” Him.) 
 
Thus, galut can be described as a time when G‑d is asleep. As the soul fills the body, say our sages, 
so G‑d fills the world, and galut is a time when the flow of divine energy into our world seems 
diminished and distorted. G‑d seems remote and disaffected; the righteous suffer while the wicked 
prosper. The deeper purpose of galut cannot be discerned through the veil of the divine slumber. 
 
This is the state of affairs that prevails in the first five chapters of the Megillah. But on "that night" the 
sleep of the King of the universe was disturbed. The soul of the soul began to waken, and then G‑d's 
providence over his nation began to manifest itself.21 
 
 
The suggestion in the talmud is that each mention of the evil king actually refers to the divine working 
His providence through the evil king. 
 
For me then the whole integration work of one’s now shadow and evil the demonic forces within must 
be mirrored in the divine, the evil king is merely the divine working itself though the forces of power 
down here in this world. The role of Esther and Malchut is then critical in preventing the work of the 
demonic from influencing the divine. The mirroring of king and Divine King seems to prove the inner 
work on the Higher Self which can be channeled either way and must be rescued by the forces of 
subterfuge and deceit if need be. 
 
The use by the Zohar of the scene from Esther entering the room of the king/King is, for me, and 
intriguing and poignant invitation into the work of the High Priest in dealing with Azazel on the holiest 
day of the calendar as well as the turning point in the whole Esther story when she exposes 
Haman/Samael/the demonic forces for what they are and the king then rescues the fate of Israel. 
 
Archetypally the inner work must follow this myth and integrate the satanic forces of evil lurking in 
the shadow of the personality and controlled by the evil king (EGO) by subterfuge and bribery if need 
me in order to access the HIGHER SELF, the divine king and be rescued by precisely appropriating 
the energy of demonic forces and channelling them. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
21 http://www.chabad.org/holidays/in-depth/default_cdo/aid/39643/jewish/Megillah-with-Commentary.htm 
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